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Features of This Year 

 Theme : Reaffirm Our Responsibility for the Sapporo Sustainability Declaration 
2008 

 Core period : Sat, October 24 – Sun, November 8, 2015  

 Number of events : 32 

 Event period : Fri, August 21, 2015 – Sun, March 6, 2016  

 Number of participants : 27,694 

 Points worth special mention:  

- Since the leaders of the world’s major economies were to meet in Japan in 
2016 for the first time in eight years, SW 2015 focused on the Sapporo 
Sustainability Declaration (SSD). The SSD was adopted by leading higher 
education institutions before the leaders of the world’s major economies 
last met in Japan (at the G8 Hokkaido Toyako Summit). The Secretariat 
for Sustainability Weeks provided prioritized support to events intended to 
reaffirm the SSD and review the paths taken since its adoption. 

- Presidents and rectors from various universities gathered at the Hokkaido 
University – Finnish Universities Joint Symposium and the 
Japan-Indonesia Rectors’ Conference. They reaffirmed the huge 
responsibility of universities for the sustainability of natural and social 
environments in the Arctic at the former event and in Japan and 
Indonesia at the latter event. At both events, the usefulness of 
inter-university collaboration and industry-academia partnerships in the 
fulfillment of such responsibilities was recognized. 

- A group of Hokkaido University students presided over the fifth annual 
Internet forum known as GiFT. The 1.5-hour live video streaming on 
YouTube attracted 267 viewers worldwide. 

- SW 2015 included new events organized by motivated students, including 
“TED x HokkaidoU” to share ideas worth spreading through presentations, 
“Hult Prize,” an international competition for student social 
entrepreneurship, and the Hokkaido Indonesian Student Association 
Scientific Meeting. 

- SW 2015 attracted more than 20,000 people thanks to the organization of 
exhibitions by Hokkaido University Library and large-scale events by 
students. 
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Keizo Yamaguchi,
President of Hokkaido

University

Greeting from the President

It has been seven years since the Group of Eight (G8)
summit was held at Lake-Toya, Hokkaido. To contribute
to its discussion, twenty seven representatives of world
leading universities gathered in Sapporo city and
adopted “Sapporo Sustainability Declaration (SSD)” just
before the G8 summit. The SSD stated universities’
responsibility as the driving force for developing a
sustainable society. Hokkaido University, played an
important role to adopt this declaration, keeps holding the
Sustainability Weeks (SW) annually to put it into practice.

During the Weeks, researchers, students, and local
residents gather and bring their knowledge, skills,
experiences, and wisdom together to explore solutions
for global issues threatening our present and future life.
They include global warming, environmental
deterioration, low birthrate and longevity, economic disparity, and more.

Next year, the summit will be held in Japan for the first time in 8 years. Prior to the
significant event, we invite participants to “Reaffirm SSD 2008” in SW this year. It is the
time indeed to review the roles played by universities and researchers to develop a
sustainable society. On this occasion, we hope many of you and Hokkaido University will
take a new step from here.

Keizo Yamaguchi
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Overview

A Look Back at Sustainability Weeks 2015 Program

Ichiro Ueda
Executive and Vice-president, Hokkaido
University/ Chairperson of the Committee

of Sustainability Weeks

It was the ninth year in 2015 for Hokkaido University Sustainability Weeks (SW), which
was launched in 2007 to promote education and research for the creation of a
sustainable society. The program consisted of 12 events over 16 days of the core period
from Saturday, October 24th to Sunday, November 8th, 2015. Another 20 events were
held before and after the core period. The 32 sessions featured sustainability-related
information provision, discussion, learning and networking with the aim of contributing to
the realization of a sustainable society. It included international symposia, events for the
general public, workshops, exhibitions, competitions and a movie festival. As SW 2014 in
fact spanned a period of four months in all, it may have been more appropriate to call it
Sustainability Months. In 2015, even more new projects were added and the period was
further extended to five months (from August to December), perhaps making
Sustainability Season a better name. Over a period of almost half a year, SW provided a
valuable platform for discussions on critical challenges faced by humanity in today’s
world.

United Nations: Adoption of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development

At the World Summit on Sustainable Development (held at the United Nations from
September 25th to September 27th, 2015), an initiative titled Transforming Our World:
the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development was adopted unanimously by the 193 UN
member states. The new agenda encourages members to pursue 17 Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) over 15 years from 2016, and emphasizes the importance of
individual contributions including those of universities, faculty members and students. In
this context, SW2015 was held with a timely theme in response to the needs of
international society.
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This Year’s Theme: “Reaffirm Our Responsibility for Sapporo
Sustainability Declaration 2008”

The theme of SW this year was to reaffirm the content of the Sapporo Sustainability
Declaration (SSD), which stated universities’ determination to act as driving forces for the
development of a sustainable society. The declaration was adopted by 27 world-leading
universities at the G8 University Summit held in Sapporo in 2008, in which Hokkaido
University played an important role. In the run-up to the May 2016 G7 Summit, which will
be the first such event to be hosted by Japan in seven years, universities’ roles in the
realization of a sustainable society have once again been discussed at numerous events.

Development of Universities Dedicated to Education and Research in
Partnership with Society

Presidents and rectors from various universities gathered at “Hokkaido University-Finnish
Universities Joint Symposium” and the “Japan-Indonesia Rectors’ Conference”. At the
former, the huge responsibility of universities for the sustainability of natural and social
environments in the Arctic was reaffirmed; at the latter, this responsibility in the relevant
countries was also reaffirmed. At both events, the usefulness of inter-university
collaboration and industry-academic partnerships in the fulfillment of these
responsibilities was recognized.

At “the International Symposium on the Creation of Sustainable Campuses 2015”, focus
was placed on the communities surrounding universities. Attendees recognized two
points in particular: 1) all universities have the capacity to help reduce environmental
loads in the community and develop new social services, utilizing their campuses as
tangible assets and their education research as intangible assets, and 2) teamwork
involving government, industry and academia is indispensable to these ends.

A number of events, including “The International Symposium: WHO Collaborating Centre
for Environmental Health and Prevention of Chemical Hazards,” “Welcome to the World
of Health Science” and “Imagining Municipal Introduction of the Civil Partnership Act,”
acted as platforms for the provision of results from research conducted with the goal of
realizing a society characterized by healthy and pleasant living.

Universities’ efforts to act as driving forces behind the creation of a sustainable society
are founded on the concept of working with society on education and research as
proposed by Hokkaido University President Keizo Yamaguchi.
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Student initiatives

SW2015 featured a number of new student-organized sessions at which students
demonstrated their initiatives for the creation of opportunities to discuss a sustainable
society. Such events included “TEDxHokkaidoU,” which served as a platform for the
sharing of valuable ideas, and “Hult Prize @ Hokkaido University” – an international
competition for social entrepreneurial ideas.

A total of 267 college and high school students worldwide also participated in “GiFT –
Global Issues for Tomorrow” online YouTube forum hosted by international and
Japanese students. Viewers were inspired by video messages from the Hokkaido
University’s president and researchers and exchanged views and ideas using online chat
for the resolution of global issues.

Toward the SW2016

SW2016 will mark the event’s tenth anniversary. The Sustainability Weeks Committee
has defined the concept of sustainability from a broad perspective to include well-being
and social inclusion, rather than viewing it only in the context of natural and social
environments and economic development. It is clear that Hokkaido University’s original
vision pre-empted today’s world trends as highlighted by the United Nations’ Sustainable
Development Goals.

Hokkaido University remains committed to its role as a driving force for change with the
goal of contributing to the resolution of global issues as outlined in the Future Strategy
for the 150th Anniversary of Hokkaido University.

The core period of the next Sustainability Weeks events will be held from Saturday,
October 22nd, 2016 to Sunday November 6th, 2016. Hokkaido University is dedicated to
education and research in keeping with developments and events in the international
community, including the Ise-Shima Summit to be held in May 2016 and local trends. We
appreciate the continued collaboration and participation of everybody involved.
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